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Abstract – The global loss of bee diversity and abundance is a central issue in conservation biology. There is
increasing evidence that cities may play an important role in bee conservation, although urbanization may also have
negative impacts. Here, we investigate individual body size variation and wing asymmetry (based on 11 traits) in the
solitary bee Anthophora plumipes along a rural-urban gradient in Poland. The body size of captured individuals did
not show any changes along the gradient. Directional asymmetry was present, since differences between sides in 10
out of 11 traits deviated significantly from zero, with the right-side wing traits being generally larger. In contrast to
our expectations, the forewing was more asymmetric in rural than in suburban and urban areas. Similarly, the
absolute asymmetry of 11 wing traits (i.e. pooling differences but ignoring direction) was also significantly greater in
rural than in suburban and urban landscapes. Since asymmetry may be attributed to environmental pollution and
food shortages, we conclude that the urban landscape provides bees with habitats of higher quality and thus should
be considered as an important habitat for bee conservation.
hymenoptera / Apoidea / bees / city / directional asymmetry

1. INTRODUCTION
The urbanization process is an important anthropogenic alteration of the modern landscape.
There are over 800 cities in the EU with more than
50,000 inhabitants, and Europe annually lost over
1100 km2 of natural and semi-natural areas to
urban or other artificial land (EEA 2016). Over
73% of the European human population is urbanized, and this figure is expected to reach 82% by
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2050 (United Nations 2014). It is predicted that
77,500 km2 of the European landscape will have
been converted to urban areas between 2000 and
2030 (EEA 2016).
As a consequence, urbanization is considered to
be the main cause of species extinction and a threat
to the highest number of species (Czech et al.
2000). We believe that, this process must have
impacted bees as well. Urbanization is mainly associated with a decreasing coverage of natural vegetation, a high proportion of artificial surfaces (concrete, asphalt), air pollution, and an impoverished
vegetation composed mainly of exotic plant species
dominating in urban parks and gardens (Blair and
Launer 1997; Williams et al. 2009). All of these
changes appear negative for bees since they impede
their breeding, foraging and may reduce survival of
urban-living bees. One may assume, therefore, that
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urbanization causes a decline of bee diversity and
contributes to overall bee reduction in the modern
landscape (McIntyre and Hostetler 2001).
In contrast to these predictions, several studies
show surprisingly high diversity of Apidae in cities
(Zapparoli 1997; Cane 2005; Banaszak-Cibicka and
Żmihorski 2012), and urban green areas are believed to be important bee reservoirs (Tommasi
et al. 2004). On the other hand, high species richness
or abundance confirmed in cities does not necessarily mean that bees are not being impacted by urbanization. This impact can alter species composition,
and change the biology or behaviour of citydwelling individuals, while leaving overall abundance constant. Urban bees living in a completely
new habitat face different challenges compared to
those from natural habitats. Thus, different species
traits determining survival in urbanized areas can be
favoured by natural selection (Chapman et al. 2003;
Slabbekoorn and Peet 2003). Furthermore, since
urban habitats provide bees with different resources
(e.g., exotic plants) and threats (pollution), the biology and ecology of urban bees are probably adapted
to these conditions. Thus, to understand the impact
of urbanization on bees other elements of their
ecology and biology also need to be examined.
Unfortunately, the urbanization impact on bees has
not been explored extensively (McIntyre 2000;
Cane and Tepedino 2001) since most of the existing
studies focused largely on taxonomic composition
and abundance (Zapparoli 1997; Tommasi et al.
2004; Ahrné et al. 2009), thus leaving open the
question of the consequences of urbanization on
the ecology of bees.
Our previous research has demonstrated that
interspecific differences in body size determine
the colonization of an urban environment by bees:
large-bodied species were more numerous in the
suburbs while small species dominated in the city
centre (Banaszak-Cibicka and Żmihorski 2012).
The occurrence of small bee species in city centres
may be related to a smaller amount of available
food, thus urban areas may act as environmental
filters (Tscharntke et al. 2012) which has been
observed for beetles and spiders (Weller and
Ganzhorn 2004). To the best of our knowledge,
there have been no studies investigating the impact of urbanization on the size of bees within one
species (i.e. individual variation).

In bees, body size is partly affected by food
resources available (Bosch and Vicens 2002). Simultaneously, body size of imagines determines
the amounts of pollen a bee may collect and is
important when it comes to the sex ratio of their
offspring, since smaller individuals may produce
more sons (Seidelmann et al. 2010). There is also
a positive correlation between body size and flight
distances (Araújo et al. 2004). Individual variation
in body size may therefore be an important adaptation of bees to urban habitats.
The pattern of symmetry of body bilateral
structures can also be used as an indicator of
environmental conditions (Møller and Swaddle
1997) and thus can potentially reflect an urbanization effect. Random deviation from bilateral
symmetry, sometimes called ‘fluctuating asymmetry’ (FA) (Polak and Triners 1994), reflects
developmental stability and is considered an indicator of environmentally induced stress in organisms (Palmer and Strobeck 1992). FA is a measure
of the genome’s ability to successfully buffer development to achieve a normal phenotype under
stressful environmental conditions (Waddington
1942). This is why the genetic background of an
individual, population structure and levels of inbreeding may also play roles in susceptibility to
stress-induced asymmetry. An elevated level of
asymmetry may correlate with the fitness of an
individual (Møller 1997) and commonly occurring stressors that increase asymmetry include air
and water pollution, pesticides, temperature, food
deficiency and parasitism (De Anna et al. 2013).
Directional asymmetry is another form of bilateral
asymmetry which differs from fluctuating asymmetry in that one side is consistently larger than
the other (Van Valen 1962) and may also be a
potential indicator of developmental stability
(Graham et al. 1993, 1998). It is, therefore, likely
that the level of body asymmetry in bees can be
shaped by urbanization, although to the best of
our knowledge, this issue has not been investigated in wild bees so far.
The potential differences in environmental
quality between urban and rural habitats may affect not only the loss of bee diversity but also the
quality of bees. In this study, we investigate body
size and wing asymmetry (as a measure of bee
quality) within one solitary-living wild bee
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species, Anthophora plumipes , in rural, suburban
and urban landscapes. Following our previous
findings that smaller bodied species preferred the
city centre (Banaszak-Cibicka and Żmihorski
2012) we hypothesize that smaller individuals
within the species will occur in the city centre
compared to rural areas. Secondly, we expect
higher body asymmetry in bees in urbanized landscapes compared to suburban and rural landscapes, reflecting unfavourable urban conditions.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Study area
The study was carried out in 2014 in Poznań
(52° 25′ N, 16° 58′ E), Poland, a city with 560,000
residents, and its surroundings. Study plots were
selected on a gradient of urbanization and represented urban, suburban and rural areas.
Seventeen 4-ha plots (rural 6, suburban 5, urban
6), were chosen along the gradient. Rural plots
were located mainly in villages or arable fields with
the surroundings dominated by arable fields, grasslands and small woodlots. Suburban plots were
placed in city districts dominated by detached
houses and large urban green areas. Urban plots
were located in small urban parks or scattered in
urban greenery along streets, in the city centre. The
ground cover of artificial structures (buildings and
streets) was calculated for each plot based on satellite images and differed clearly between the three
landscapes (mean coverage: rural 3%, suburban
20% and urban 55%). During fieldwork, the most
abundant flowering plant species visited by
Anthophora plumipes in all plots, was Lamium
purpureum L. A. plumipes almost exclusively visited the flowers of this plant, along with L. album
L., however, the latter plant species was not present
in all plots. In the rural landscape, the majority of
A. plumipes was observed at L. album , which was
more abundant than L. purpureum in most rural
plots. The main co-flowering and insect-pollinated
plant was Taraxacum officinale F. H. Wigg., but its
flowers were visited only sporadically by
A. plumipes . In urban and suburban landscapes
some bees were also observed at Chaenomeles
japonica (Thunb.) Lindl. ex Spach. which was
apparently more attractive to the bee than

Taraxacum . C. japonica was the only species
among many other co-flowering Rosaceae plants
that was visited by A. plumipes . Bees were also
attracted to Pulmonaria obscura Dumort and
Glechoma hederacea L., plants common in some
rural plots, and some individuals of A. plumipes
were spotted at Salix spp.
2.2. Study organism
Anthophora is a large genus of fast-flying,
robust bees occurring on all continents except
Australia and South America. In Poland, the
commonest species is Anthophora plumipes (Pallas, 1772). A. plumipes flies from March until
May. Choosing a solitary species for the study
eliminates the problem of morphological variability between reproductive and non-reproductive
females in social species, that could bias results.
Moreover, A. plumipes builds nests underground.
Therefore, the size and shape of nest cells where
the larvae develop are not predetermined as, in the
case of bees nesting in various structures, such as
grass stems or wood, where the body size of the
larva is adjusted to the nesting location.
2.3. Bee capturing
On all plots, individual specimens were captured
by hand with an insect net during the flying period
of the species, i.e. March–May, however in March,
only male bees were active. Bees were sampled on
each plot for an hour between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
during warm and sunny weather. Each plot was
visited three times and all plots were surveyed at
least once in the morning and at least once in the
afternoon. The collected insects were put in ethyl
acetate and then transported to a laboratory where
their species identity was confirmed. On average,
nine individuals were captured on each plot (mean,
rural 9; suburban 7, urban 10). A total of 153 bees
were caught and measured.
2.4. Body length and wing measurements
Pictures of wings and thorax of the captured
insects were taken under a stereoscopic microscope (Stereo Lumar v. 12 by Zeiss) and saved
in a format compatible with software devoted to
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image analysis (AxioVision rel. 4.6. by Zeiss). All
the measurements were performed with the use of
this software.
Body mass may vary a lot due to differences in
the amount of food (and waste) filling the intestines
(Cane 1987). Therefore, the distance between the
tegulae (intertegular distance) was used as a proxy of
body size (Cane 1987). We selected 11 distances
between characteristic points of the wing structure
(wing vein lengths and wing cell lengths—measured
in a straight line) on forewings and hindwings
(Figure 1). Such wing morphometrics have been
successfully used to estimate asymmetry (Tsubaki
1998; Schmeller et al. 2011). Each wing and
intertegular distance was measured twice, and these
measurements were independent and were used to
assess measurement error.
2.5. Asymmetry
First, the difference between the measurements
of the left and right side of each trait was calculated
and termed Basymmetry^ (i.e. left − right = asymmetry). Asymmetry is either negative (right-side wing
larger) or positive (left-side wing larger) and asymmetry equal to zero means perfect symmetry (i.e.
no differences between sides). In total, 1617 asymmetry calculations were done (153 individuals × 11
traits = 1683, except for 66 cases for which measurements of both sides were not available).
Second, we calculated mean asymmetry for all
seven traits measured on the forewing and four
traits measured on the hindwing. To do this, we
first rescaled variation in asymmetry of each of the
eleven traits, such that range of rescaled traits

equalled 100. Zero indicated no asymmetry, while
negative and positive values indicated right or left
size larger, respectively. Each of the rescaled
traits, however, had different minimum and maximum values, although the range was always 100.
After this, each trait had the same weight in further
averaging despite differences in the original
values. Next, we calculated the mean of all eleven
rescaled values (hereafter termed mean asymmetry ) available for each individual (in 48 individuals not all 11 traits were measured on both sides).
The mean asymmetry of a given wing takes all the
traits on that wing into account and shows whether right or left wing is generally larger.
Third, we calculated absolute asymmetry, by
taking absolute values (i.e. modulus) of the difference between the left and right side (1617 absolute
asymmetry calculations). The absolute values thus
indicate the difference between the larger and
smaller side. Next, we rescaled the variation in
absolute asymmetry of each of the 11 traits to be
from 0 to 100 to ensure equal weights of the
different traits, and calculated the mean absolute
asymmetry for forewings and hindwings.
As a result, we had four types of asymmetry
estimations: mean asymmetry and mean absolute
asymmetry of the forewing and the hindwing.
These four asymmetry estimations were used as
response variables in further statistical analyses.
2.6. Anomalies
Apart from measurements, all the wings were
inspected for any anomalies in a general picture of
their venation.

Figure 1. Eleven forewing (FW1-7) and hindwing (HW1-4) traits measured in 153 bees.
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2.7. Statistical analysis
First, we estimated repeatability of the measurements taken. For this purpose, we correlated first
and second measurements for each trait and side
independently (11 traits × 2 sides = 22 correlations
in total). Next, pairwise correlations between traits
were calculated in order to test association among
traits. Furthermore, we tested fluctuating vs. directional asymmetry for all the 11 traits independently
with the help of intercept-only linear models: significance of the intercept indicates mean asymmetry not overlapping zero (i.e. directional asymmetry) while a non-significant intercept indicates fluctuating asymmetry.
We performed general linear mixed models
(GLMM) with a Gaussian error distribution to
compare body length and wing asymmetry of
the studied bees. First, we performed a model
(GLMM 1) examining body length of bees among
the three habitats. In this model, habitat type was
included an explanatory variable and site ID was
introduced as a random effect. Next, we performed four models explaining asymmetry: mean
asymmetry of the forewing (GLMM 2.1), mean
asymmetry of the hindwing (GLMM 2.2), mean
absolute asymmetry of the forewing (GLMM 3.1)
and mean absolute asymmetry of the hindwing
(GLMM 3.2). In these four models, body length
and habitat type were included as explanatory
variables while site ID was a random effect.
As supplementary analyses, we also performed
separate GLMMs on each trait independently (11
models for asymmetry and 11 for absolute asymmetry) to investigate trait-specific variation among
habitats and these results are presented as supplementary material. All the models were performed
in the ‘nlme’ package (Pinheiro et al. 2016) in R (R
Core Team 2016).

3.2. Correlations among measurements
Measurements were positively correlated
among traits but mainly within wing, rarely between wings. All significant correlations were
positive, but not very strong (r < 0.5 in all cases;
Online Resource—Fig. S1).

3.3. Directional asymmetry
Ten out of eleven traits significantly deviated from symmetry, i.e. the average difference between left and right sides was significantly different from zero, thus indicating
directional asymmetry. In eight cases, measurements taken on the right side were significantly larger than measurements taken on
the left side; while for two traits, the opposite pattern was recorded (Figure 2).

3. RESULTS
3.1. Repeatability of the wing measurements
In all of the traits, we recorded a high repeatability of the measurements (correlation between
first and second measurement > 0.9 in all cases,
Online Resource—Fig. S1).

Figure 2. Distribution of the asymmetry (difference
between left and right sides, visualised with kernel
density) of 11 forewing (FW1-7) and hindwing
(HW1-4) traits in 153 bees, accompanied by p values
based on intercept-only linear models. Vertical dashed
line indicates zero (perfect symmetry). See Fig. 1 for
visualization of wing measurements.
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3.4. Urbanization effect

3.5. Anomalies

The body size of bees did not show differences among the three studied habitats
(GLMM 1, Table I). Overall mean asymmetry of the forewing was negative (Figure 3)
indicating larger right side traits, but was less
negative in suburban and urban habitats compared to rural (GLMM 2.1). No such differences were observed for the hindwing
(GLMM 2.2). Mean absolute asymmetry of
the forewing was lower in suburban and urban habitats compared to the rural habitat
(GLMM 3.1), and a similar pattern was recorded for the hindwing (GLMM 3.2, although no difference between rural and suburban habitats was recorded). Thus urban
bees were less asymmetric compared to bees
found in rural areas.

Apart from measuring differences in veins
length, the wings were inspected for other anomalies. Apparent changes in a vein picture were
observed in only one suburban individual; its
second submarginal cross-vein (1 r-m) was reduced on both wings and first submarginal
cross-vein (RS1) was missing in the left wing.
4. DISCUSSION
Our investigations confirm that body size of the
studied bee species did not differ among the three
types of habitats considered: rural, suburban and
urban. Therefore, our predictions concerning
urbanization—body size relationships were not
confirmed. We did, however, find that both rural
and urban-dwelling bees were significantly

Table I. Summary of general linear mixed models explaining body size, average asymmetry and average absolute
asymmetry (see methods for definitions) in 153 bees in rural, suburban and urban habitats. Rural habitat is a
reference category (b parameter for this level is zero), significant and marginally significant (p < 0.1) effects are
marked in bold.
Model

Response

Predictor

GLMM 1

Body size

Intercept
Habitat: suburban

GLMM 2.1

GLMM 2.2

Mean asymmetry of
forewing

Mean asymmetry of
hindwing

GLMM 3.1

Mean absolute
asymmetry of forewing

GLMM 3.2

Mean absolute
asymmetry of hindwing

Habitat: urban
Intercept
Habitat: suburban
Habitat: urban
Body size
Intercept
Habitat: suburban
Habitat: urban
Body size
Intercept
Habitat: suburban
Habitat: urban
Body size
Intercept
Habitat: suburban
Habitat: urban
Body size

b (SE)

t value

p value

149.25
0.60

<0.0001
0.5622

0.03 (0.03)
44.81 (18.24)

1.01
2.46

0.3342
0.0158

6.16 (1.83)
3.79 (1.55)
0.40 (4.73)

3.37
2.45
0.08

0.0063
0.0323
0.9332

62.57 (27.83)

2.25

0.0262

1.55 (2.79)
2.71 (2.33)
− 2.94 (7.20)
42.84 (19.18)
− 4.42 (1.92)
− 5.23 (1.63)
− 3.76 (4.97)
− 20.77 (27.69)
− 1.77 (2.78)
− 6.04 (2.32)
12.98 (7.17)

0.56
1.16
0.41
2.23
2.30
3.22
0.76
0.75
0.64
2.60
1.81

0.5894
0.2691
0.6834
0.0272
0.0422
0.0082
0.4503
0.4546
0.5369
0.0245
0.0723

3.86 (0.03)
− 0.02 (0.04)
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Figure 3. Asymmetry (top subplots) and absolute asymmetry (bottom subplots) of forewings and hindwings of bees
living in rural, suburban and urban habitats.

asymmetric and the asymmetry was only directional (not fluctuating, as expected) since the
right-side wing traits were significantly larger.
Furthermore, we showed that urban bees were less
asymmetric compared to bees collected in the
rural landscape. Below, we discuss possible
drivers of these results.
Within-species body size variation is a morphological measure which may indicate environmental quality. Distinct body size patterns
have been reported for beetle assemblages influenced by the disturbance level of an area.
Within species, the body length of Carabus
nemoralis declined significantly towards the city
centre (Weller and Ganzhorn 2004). On the other
hand, individuals of Pterostichus madidus and
Abax parallelepipedus were found to be larger
in more urban sites (Sadler et al. 2006). Changes
in body size distributions across an environmental
gradient may reflect differences in resource availability or stress. Pollen limitation affects the body
mass of bees (Szentgyörgyi et al. 2016), and in
turn, the body mass of individuals affects female
fecundity, especially in solitary bees (Sugiura and
Maeta 1989; Kim 1997). Large individuals can
transport large amounts of pollen (food for larvae)
and complete more brood cells per time unit than
small individuals (Strohm and Linsenmair 1997).
Due to a large amount of food, offspring of these
bees will also become large (Stone 1994; Bosch

and Vicens 2002). In our study, however, we did
not observe differences in the body size of bees
collected in different landscapes. We may conclude, therefore, that the amount of food was
stable throughout the urban-rural gradient in Poznań. The captured specimens of Anthophora
plumipes foraged mainly on Lamium purpureum
which grows in different habitats. Although the
plant is considered as a weed it was abundant on
all studied plots, including urban.
Animals have bilaterally symmetrical construction of the body plan. Nonetheless they can also
display different types of asymmetry: fluctuating
asymmetry, directional asymmetry a nd
antisymmetry. Asymmetry increases with declines
in environmental quality and correlates with fitness
of an individual (Thornhill 1991; Møller 1994).
Asymmetrical individuals have lower mating success and fecundity, and asymmetry may also have
direct effects on survival (Møller 1997; Ondo et al.
2011). Directional asymmetry, demonstrated in bee
wings in our study, occurs throughout the animal
kingdom (Palmer 1996) and is widely recorded in
the wing size of insects (Pélabon and Hansen
2008), including honey bees (Smith et al. 1997;
Schneider et al. 2003). In Apis mellifera , the right
wings were shown to be larger than the left wings
(Szentgyörgyi et al. 2016) similar to the wings of
Anthophora plumipes in our research. Directional
asymmetry probably has a genetic basis (Palmer
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and Strobeck 1992) but environmental conditions
may also contribute to it (Graham et al. 1993;
Henshel et al. 1993; Lens and van Dongen
2000). Therefore it is possible to generate directional asymmetry by stressing an organism
(Graham et al. 1993; Hoffmann and Merilä
1999; Lens and Van Dongen 2000) even over a
very short time period (Pélabon et al. 2006).
In our study, directional asymmetry clearly differed among the habitats studied. Surprisingly, urban bees were less asymmetric compared to bees in
rural areas. Previous studies have shown that there
is a great diversity of wild bees within urban areas,
including rare species (Zapparoli 1997; BanaszakCibicka 2014). This may suggest that habitat quality in the city is, at least, not worse than rural
landscapes. Cities are characterised by urbanspecific abiotic conditions, such as the Burban heat
island^ with higher mean temperatures, earlier
springs and longer frost-free seasons (Mitchell
et al. 2002) which can positively affect bees. The
urban microclimate has the potential to provide
developmental stability for bee larvae because of
the more stable temperatures to which organisms
are exposed. Secondly, it is not obvious that environmental pollution increases with urbanization,
since in farmland a great amount of insecticides is
being applied, while cities seem to be pesticide-free
zones. Urban habitats may also provide rich food
resources and foraging opportunities for bees, thus
increasing bee abundance and density (Blackmore
and Goulson 2014; Banaszak-Cibicka et al. 2016).
Several former studies have shown the presence of a large number of bee species and individuals in the cities. Our results, however, indicate
that cities may offer favourable conditions not
only for bee species diversity, but also at the
individual level. It seems that bees can find appropriate food sources and nesting places despite
habitat alteration and thus can overcome the negative effects of urbanization pressure and develop
sustainable urban populations (Westrich 1996).
Hence, urban areas may play an important role
in bee conservation (Zapparoli 1997). However,
considering the abundance of wild flora available
for bees in our study throughout the urbanization
gradient, we suggest that planning and managing
(e.g., mowing intensity) of urban greenery should
be adjusted to the habitat requirements of bees.
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